
The Fa-Chia ii* and the Shang-Shu 1iu$ 

By Masaaki MATSUMOTO 

The Shang-shu tJu• (also called the Shu • or Shu-ching --~), together 
with the Shih-ching ~~' is one of the oldest of the Chinese classics, and con
sists of a collection of proclamations and injunctions delivered by ancient 
rulers and recorded by the shih-kuan 3::lf or 'court officials in charge of re
cords.' In its original form the work came into being towards the end of the 
11 th century B.C. at the time of the establishment of the Chou ml dynasty, 
against a background of Court rule over the Shang-yin jff~ people, the control 
and leadership of the various tribes or clans, and friction among the various 
elements at Court; later it was enlarged and developed in various ways down 
to the end of the 3rd century B.C. That is to say, in its original form the 
Shang-shu was centered on King Ch'eng fflt:E, Duke Chou mJZ:--, K'ang Shu~ 
,tz, and Duke Chao -130; later, parts were added to this section, both before 
and after, and by the 3rd century B.C. it had developed into a history of the 
rise and fall of the Chinese dynasties down to the rise of the state of Ch'in *· 

Later the work was lost because of the burning of books by the Emperor 
Shih tf:?li!Wi of Ch'in in 220 B.C., and the twenty-nine p'ien :m or chapters of 
the new text (chin-wen 4-.Jt), written in the script of the Han 1Ji period and 
reconstructed by Fu-sheng tt~ at the beginning of the Han dynasty (2C B.C.), 
amounted to less than half the number of chapters current in the Chan-kuo 
I'M~ period. Later there appeared a text reconstructed by K'ung An-kuo .JL* 
~ as well as the old text (ku-wen ti".Jt) allegedly discovered hidden in a wall 
of a house inhabited by the descendant of Confucius and written in the old 
script of the Chan-kuo period, and thus sixteen more chapters were added to 
the work by later Han fitiJi period (A.D. IC). Furthermore, under the East
ern Chin *7g dynasty (A.D. 4C) there appeared a forged ku-wen text in fifty
six chapters, including the remodelled version of the chin-wen text. When 
the latter ku-wen text became the accepted version under the T'ang m dynasty, 
the ku-wen text of the Han dynasty fell out of currency and was lost. 

In this way the Shang-shu passed through an extremely varied course of 
transmission, and in the present paper I have examined a question to which 
little attention has hitherto been paid-the question of the Fa-chia ri* or 
legalist version of the text among the Chan-kuo period versions of the Shang
shu. Hitherto scholars have merely supposed that the development of the 
Shang-shu was centered on the Confucians and that a number of chapters 
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differing from those of the Confucians were added by the Mohists. I, how

ever, have shown from an examination of the Chan-kuo period texts that 

there were texts, each having chapters differing ~rom the other versions, be

longing to five traditions: I) the tradition of the Confucians of the state of 

Lu~, 2) the tradition of the Confucians of the state of Ch'i ~, 3) the tradi

tion of the shih-kuan, 4) the tradition of the Mohists, and 5) the tradition of 

the legalists. In particular I have shown in this paper that the legalists, who 

hitherto have been considered as having no connection with the Shang-shu, 

had their own version of it. 

I 

THE LEGALISTS 

The legalists appear last among the various schools which aimed at re

medying the ills of China's troubled society from the Ch'un-ch'iu *;fj( period 

on into the Chan-kuo period. It is true that at the end of the Ch'un-ch'iu 

period, while the Hsing shu HIJ• of Tzu-ch'an r.@f (?-522 B.C.) appeared in 

the state of Cheng J~, the Hsing shu of Fan Hsiian-tzu ffiWr was cast in the 

form of bronz tripods (ting Jffi) in the state of Chin, and that at length the Chu

hsing 'frjflj of Teng Hsi JB;J:fr (545 ?-501? B.C.) came into use in the state of 

Cheng. But this does not mean that a form of government in which law was 

omnipotent had come into force in these states. Rather, these developments 

may be looked upon as moves in the direction of codifying the law, in contra

distinction to despotism. 
These collection of written law became more elaborate as time went on, 

and in the Chan-kuo period there appeared the Fa-ching tH~ of Li K'uei $ 

t!. (455-395 B.C.) of the state of Wei M, a work in six chapters, while later 

Shang Yang~~ (?-338 B.C.) of the state of Ch'in, Shen Pu-hai $7F~ (?-337 

B.C.) of the state of Han., and Shen Tao 'l'iflj of the state of Ch'i advocated 

the rule of law or the principle of legalism in politics, and carried out reforms 

in the internal government of these states. Although these thinkers are re

garded as the founders of the legalist school, it was Han Fei-tzu •:1PT (?-234 

B.C.), a pupil of Hsiin-tzu WT, who brought the thought of this school to its 

fullest development. As opposed to Hsiin-tzu's 'ritual' (li Jfl) he advocated 

'law' (ta ~), and held that law took priority over ritual, music, morality and 

learning. With the help of this legalist ideology the state of Ch'in took steps 

to increase its economic and military power, and after overthrowing the feudal 

states one by one brought about the unification of China. 

In the 1-wen chih ~3t~ of the Han-shu ~-- the following eleven works 

are listed as written by members of the legalist school. 

Li-tzi1 $:Y, in 32 chapters. [The author's] personal name was K'uei 'tl. 
[He] was minister to Lord Wen 3t1~ of Wei. [He] enriched the state 
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and strengthened its forces. 
Shang-chiln r§5;/5, in 29 chapters. [The author's] personal name was 

Yang 1fffe:. [His] surname was Chi*· [He] was a descent from the 
house of Wei lj. [He] was minister to Duke Hsiao ~0 of Ch'in. 

Shen-tzu $-r, in 6 chapters. [The author's] personal name was Pu-hai 
.:f~. [He] was a man of Ching ::$:. [He] was minister to Duke 
Chao 8N0 of Han for all his days [, during which time] none of the 
feudal lords dared to invade Han. 

Ch'u-tzu ~T, in 9 chapters. [The T'ang commentator Yen] Shih-ku [~] 
Mi~ notes: the Shih-chi Jt:ic says that there was one named Ch'u
tzu in the state of Chao m. 

Shen-tzu '1:!W.-r, in 42 chapters. [The author's] personal name was Tao 
jrj. [He] was a predecessor of Shen [Pu-hai] and Han [Fei-tzu]. Shen 
and Han spoke highly of him. 

Han-tzu _T, in 55 chapters. [The author's] personal name was Fei ~~
[He] was a scion of the ruling house of Han•· [When he] was sent 
on an embassy to Ch'in, Li Ssu $WT did him harm and put him to 
death. 

Yu-ti-tzu w~-=f-, in 1 chapter. 
C h 'ao-ts' o itlffi, in 31 chapters. 
Yen-shih-shih ~-j--:$, in 10 chapters. Author unknown. 
Fa-chia-yen r:Mlg, in 2 chapters. Author unknown. 

The above are writings of members of the legalist school, comprising 
ten authors and 217 chapters. 

Among these it would appear that the works Li-tzu, Shang-tzu) Shen-tzu (of 
Shen Pu-hai), Shen-tzu (of Shen Tao), and Han-tzu were the most important 
ones. As might be expected, the main theme of the Li-tzu seems to have 
been a body of criminal law, and this is made clear by the fact that in the 
Hsing-fa chih ffLli'!~ of the Chin-shu ffil it is said that "Li K'uei made a 
selection of the laws of the various states and composed the Fa-ching." Fur
ther a commentary in the T'ang-liu-tien n!fJ\~ mentions that there were six 
<:hapters in the Fa-ching, entitled respectively Tao fa ~¥!, Tse fa ~¥!, Hsiu 
fa [Ni!, Pu fa Mr!, Tsa fa ~¥!, and Chu fa ~r!. The text in 32 chapters 
listed in the Han-shu would appear to have been one that was enlarged by 
later writers. 

Regarding Shang Yang the Hsing-fa chih of the Chin-shu says that he 
presented the Fa-ching of Li K'uei to the state of Ch'in. His biography in 
the Shih-chi tells us that he entered Ch'in and reformed its laws. The new 
laws are said to have laid down the organization of the people in groups of 
ten and five, instituted collective responsibility among them, reproved private 
vendettas and urged the people to fight bravely in the cause of the state in 
.time of war, reproved extravagance and idleness and encouraged them to 
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devote themselves to the basic occupation, namely, agriculture. 
The work entitled Shang-chiln-shu IDIB°-:S (or Shang-tzu) was originally in 

29 chapters, but by Sung times it was in 26, and the modern version of the 
text is in 24, two of which are missing. Since such an event as the battle of 
Ch'ang-p'ing -N:2¥ (260 B.C.), which occurred eighty-odd years after the death 
of Shang Yang, is mentioned in the modern version of the Shang-tzu, Lo Ken
tse JUJ!r$C1J has concluded that the work was written by someone connected 
with the state of Ch'in at some time between the battle of Ch'ang-p'ing and 
the death of Han Fei (234 B.C.), and Yung Chao-tsu ?§:¥Jit§.C2J is of the opinion 
that it was written by someone from Han, Wei or Chao in the latter years of 
the reign of King Chao 8113:. of Ch'in, the first and last chapters alone having 
been added by later hands. Ch'en Ch'i-t'ien ~JIV@:S(C3l considers that the chap
ters were all written at different time and by different authors, but that the 
chapter written by Shang Yang himself is included among them. Thus it 
would seem that the work entitled Shang-tzu is a collection of various kinds 
of legalist thought current towards the end of the Chan-kuo period. 

Shen Pu-hai who was a chien-ch'en ~jg or subject of low rank of Cheng 
is said to have come from Ching-hsien J.lt~ in Ho-nan raJWJ and later en
tered the state of Han, where he served Duke Chao of Han in the internal 
administration of his state, with the result that no external enemies invaded 
it. In the Shih-chi it is mentioned that he composed a work in two chapters 
entitled Shen-tzu, but in the 1-wen chih of the Han-shu the work appears as 
"the Shen-tzu, in six chapters." On the other hand, Liu Hsiang ;U[]:i]'s Pieh
lu lists the two-chapter version current among the people and the six-chapter 
version of the court library collection. The work does not survive, but frag
ments appear in the Ch'iln-shu chih-yao 1l¥-:S1a~ and other works. Ssu-ma 
Ch'ien 'gj,~~ says of Shen Pu-hai's doctrines: "They were based on 'primitive 
Taoism' (huang-lao Jit:~) and attached central importance to the 'strict en
forcement of law' (hsing-ming %~)." 

It seems that Shen Tao was born in the state of Chao m, went to Ch'i in 
the time of King Hsiian "g3:_, left that state in the time of King Min ¥13:., and 
went to Ch'u ~- The Shih-chi (Lieh-ch'uan )71j~ 3) states that he studied the 
Taoist learning of Huang-ti and Lao-tzu and composed the Shih-erh-lun +~ 
fna. The chapter T'ien hsia xT in the Chuang-tzu states that, together with 
T'ien P'ien ES,~, he followed P'eng Meng~~ in studying the learning of the 
Taoists. In the 1-wen chih of the Han-shu, the Shen-tzu is referred to as 
comprising of 42 chapters, but this is now lost and only an abridged version 
in seven chapters in the Ch'iln-shu chih-yao and some fragments in the Yi-Zin 
survive. 

(1) Lo Ken-tse IHI~, Shang-chun-shu t'an-yuan iffl~it1~1»1l· 
(2) Yung Chao-tsu ~~jfIEI., Shang-chun-shu k'ao-cheng fl!ij~-~ffl. 
(3) Ch'en Ch'i-tien !3tg3i;:, Shang Yang P'ing-chuan fl!ij~~~-
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The most important among the writings of the legalist school is the Han
fei-tzu. Han Fei was a member of the ruling house of Han, and together 
with Li Ssu studied under Hsiin-tzu. Lamenting the decline of the Han state, 
Han Fei presented numerous memorials, but his proposals were not received; 
he also wrote more than one hundred thousand words in the form of books 
entitled Ku fen f!R'll, Wu tu lift, Nei wai ch'u pgJ~ml, Shuo Zin l~l#, Shuo 
nan !#Ji, etc. Later, since the state of Ch'in had attacked Han, the king Han 
sent Han Fei on an embassy to Ch'in, and the king of Ch'in was pleased on 
reading his two works Ku fen and Wu tu, but in 234 B.C. Han Fei was put to 
death by Li Ssu. 

The Han-tzu is said, according to the 1-wen chih of the Han-shu, to 
have been in 55 chapters, but the Ching-chi chih ~ff~ of the Sui-shu ~-
says that it was in 20 chuan ~ or volumes. The modern version of the text 
consists of 55 chapters arranged in 20 volumes. Zensai Ota .tEB~~C4l holds 
that among these chapters the five entitled Ch'u chien ch'in 1JJJi~, Ts'un han 
#_, Chung hsiao '~'~' ]en chu A.:t:, and Ch'ih ling im% were not written by 
Han Fei. Apart from this, the Yu tu p'ien *-f oc• coincides with the Ming fa 
p'ien ~¥:!- in the Kuan-tzu 1i=f, a passage in the Shih kuo p'ien +~• coin
cides with the Chieh p'ien :JIZ• and Hsiao ch'eng p'ien iHM• of the Kuan-tzu 
and a passage in the Chien chieh t,j:J;}J of the Hsun-tzu. There are also not a 
few passages which are the same as the texts of the Chan-kuo-ts'e ~fflffi and 
Lu-shih ch'un-ch'iu §.Ef~;f;t 

Consequently the work would seem to be centered on the writings of Han 
Fei, with the additions by the legalist theories of his times. The central ideo
logy of Han Fei consists in the principle of the strict enforcement of penal 
law. 

The "Kuan-tzu, in 86 chapters" is classified as a Taoist work in the 1-wen 
chih of the Han-shu, but is included among the works of the legalists in the 
Ching-chi chih of the Sui-shu and subsequent notices. In the Ch'i-lu -1:;~ of 
the Liang ~ dynasty and the Ching-chi chih of the T'ang-shu ~-- the work 
is given as being in 80 chapters, while the modern version of the text have 86 
chapters arranged in 24 volumes; however, only the names of ten of the chap
ters have survived, the chapters themselves having been lost, and the work is 
actually in 76 chapters. The work is said to have been written by Kuan 
Chung 1i14' (?-645 B.C.), who was minister to Duke Ruan and made him 
leader of all the feudal lords. However, Yao Chi-heng -Wrnitm:c5

) believes it 
probable that the work was compiled long after the time of Kuan Chung to
wards the end of the Chan-kuo period by members of the group of intellec
tuals who gathered at Chia-hsia ~r in Ch'i ~' and by followers of Han Fei 
and Li Ssu, who borrowed the name of Kuang-tzu for their own purposes. 

(4) Zensai Ota :;t:ES~~. Kanpishi Yokuzei ~11::-=f'.ii.~-
(5) Yao Chi-heng tl~tl;L Ku chin wei-shu k'ao ti°-4-~if~. 
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Dr. Yoshio Takeuchi ~173~;m<5
) holds that the Ching yen ~g was written un

der the name of Kuang Chung, and that the Ch'ing-chung chiu-fu ljijgj~:JLJM is 
probably material composed by a historian. He says that even the Ching yen 
p'ien which appears to be the oldest, does not go farther back than about 
3000 B.C. Apart from the law, the work mainly deals with the principles of 
'propriety, morality, modesty, and a sense of shame' (li i lien ch'ih ifi.H!Jj;IfiG), 
psychological devices, and the economic conditions operating in society. It 
is a collection of legalist thought from the later Chan-kuo period. 

In addition to the legalists there were also the Tsung-heng-chia ~~* or 
'politicians'. In the 1-wen chih of the Han-shu the works of twelve authors, 
notably Su Ch'in it* and Chang Yi 5lfi, amounting to a total of 107 chap
ters, are listed under this head. In the same chapter the "Chan-kuo-ts'e, in 33 
chapters" is listed under the category of Ch'un-ch'iu or 'annals', and is in
cluded in that of Shih or 'annals' in the Ching-chih chi of the Sui-shu and 
that of the Chiu-t'ang-shu Ilr!Hf. On the other hand, the work is given among 
the writings of the 'politicians' by Ch'ao Kung-wu ~-0-~ and Ma Tuan-lin .~ 
frlfflim. The Chan-kuo-ts'e was compiled towards the end of the Former Han 
period by Liu Hsiang fmfl:U, who, in the course of his collation of the court 
library collections, discovered a number of works with such titles as Kuo-ts'e 
~ffi, Kuo-shih ~$, Tuan-ch'ang ~:Bt, Shih-yil $ffi, Ch'ang-shu :1st• and 
Hsiu-shu f1\1f!=, and produced the Chang-kuo-ts'e in 33 chapters after correcting 
the corrupt parts of these texts and excising repetitive portions. Kao Yu r1EJ~ 

of the Later Han period wrote a commentary on this work, but by the 
Five Dynasties Ji ft and Sung * periods twelve of the chapters were miss
ing and only eight chapters of the edition with commentaries by Kao Yu 
survived ( the C h 'ung-wen tsung-m u ~3ti~ §1). T'seng Kung tfjl:_ of the Sung 
period supplemented the missing parts from other works and restored the text 
to 33 chapters. This is the ancestor of the modern version of the text, and it 
was re-edited by Yao Hung -t0E* of the Southern Sung m* dynasty, while 
about the same time Wei Piao ffe.fB~ changed the order of chapters in T'seng 
Kung's edition, re-arranged the older text, and added a commentary, entitling 
his edition Chan-kuo-ts'e chu ¥~~ffiit, which was in 10 volumes. Wu Shih
tao ~lfrlH!f of the Yuan dynasty corrected the errors of Wei Piao's edition and 
supplemented missing parts. Since the Ch'ing dynasty, however, it is Yao 
Rung's edition which has been valued. 

Among the above works only the Shang-tzu, Han-fei-tzu, Kuan-tzu, 
and Chan-kuo-ts'e survive, the remainder existing only in the form of frag
ments. The Chan-kuo-ts'e cannot be said to belong to the tradition of the 
legalists. However, the appellation Tsung-heng-chia ~*i* dates from Han 
times, and since these thinkers stand on the same basis as the legalists in that 

(6) Yo'shio Takeuchi m;pg~ftj, Shoshi Gaisetsu Uf-r;J:JlJtii ["An Outline Account of the Pre
Ch'in Philosophers"], 1935, pp. 194-201. 
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they themselves assented to political authority and social reality, we cannot 
consider their opinions antithetical to those of the legalists. Among the above 
works of the legalists those in which quotations from the Shang-shu are found 
are the Han-fei-tzu and the Chan-kuo-ts'e, and only one quotation is found in 
the Kuan-tzu. 

II 

QUOTATIONS IN THE HAN-FEI-TZU 

In the Han-fei-tzu ff~p-=f the names of the chapters in the Shu-pien •• 
from which quotations are adduced are explicitly stated except for one from 
the chapter K'ang kao m~. There are two quotations introduced by the 
words: mJ«:B "The Chou-shu says," two introduced by the words: «:B "The 
Shu says," and two passages which are not introduced in this way but which 
approximate the text of the Shu. 
Extract I. 

iffeRtl~ffi'i~rmr:;tCi~o *E°B, 1ffi'iJf,J:-Jt:~.sJ-oJ t-tB, 1~J:-J~1?:C::RT O rmm~ 
B, uffl:.iglj~J, •m11tm-ili, 11tm*, x-=t~xT, ~;K~~~oJ (B>t#) 
"Shao Chi-mei, having got drunk, lay down to sleep and lost his fur coat, 
The Lord of Sung said, 'Did [you] get drunk, so much so that [you] lost 
[your] fur coat?' [Shao] replied, saying, 'Chileh lost [his] Empire 
through drunkenness, and so it is said in the K'ang kao: Do not make a 
habit of wine. Making a habit of wine means drinking wine normally. 
He who drinks wine normally will lose [his] Empire [if he be] the Son of 
Heaven, and will lose [his] self [if he be] a common man.'" (Shuo Zin B>t 
~) 

Here it is clearly stated, 1m~BJ "The K'ang kao says", but these words do 
not occur in the chapter K'ang kao of the modern text of the Shu, and, on 
the other hand, in the next chapter Chiu kao of the text we find the following 
passage. 

Y:±~~'uJ,-=f • ~IE • ~$, ffl~igijo 
"King Wen enjoined and instructed young men, officials, and men with 
an occupation not to make a habit of wine." 

Here, however, the character ffi: is changed to ffl, and the character * is 
omitted. Considering the basic import of the Chiu kao Mi~, it is natural that 
the quoted passage should occur in it. From this the following theories have 
emerged. Tuan Yti-ts'ai *.:Ejt<7l of the Ch'ing period holds that the quotation 
of the passage from the Chiu kao under the name of the K'ang kao is due to 
the fact that in Chou times both the Chiu kao and the Tzu ts'ai ;J¥t;t were in
cluded in the K'ang kao. P'i Hsi-jui ~f~f/M also says that these three chapters 

(7) Tuan Yii-ts'ai ~::f.ffi, Ku-wen shang-shu hsuan-yi tt:3'z:ft.Jiir~~; P'i Hsi-jui, Shu-ching 
t•ung-lun $~mi~; and Ch'en Meng-chia, Shang-shu t'ung-lun ft.JiimI~· 
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were originally in one and the same chapter, and that since Han Fei lived be
fore the burning of books (fen-shu 1>Hf) under the Ch'in dynasty his quotation 
may be taken as support for this view. This view is also taken by Ch'en 
M-eng-chia ~*~*- In fact this is not all, for Chia Kung-yen Ji¾~'s commen
tary on the Chou-li m])jt_t states: ff mj)jt_t]Jl!~ "[This] gives an account of the 
rise and fall of the ritual of Chou," quoting Cheng Hsiian #~::t's Chou-li hsil 
mlnt.t®Z. 

~~•n~-~~-m~-~~z~~•r'f, ~~~~E~•o 
"Seeing the chapters Pan keng, K'ang kao, Shuo ming) and T'ai shih of 
the Shang-shu, [we find] that they are all composed of three p'ien, and in 
their prefaces all [of them] say that such-and-such person composed a cer
tain number of p'ien." 

Further, in the chapter Wen shen F1=1~ffi$ of the Fa yen rt~ the following com
ment is found. 

~z~-~' J'f~s, ®~~z-~~~' ~L~o 
"Aforetime the expositors of the Shu made mention [of it] as having a 
hundred chapters, and the chapter Chiu kao is suddenly nowhere to be 
seen. [It] is now lost." 

Sun I-jang f~lallcsJ says that on the basis of this the old preface of Ch'in 
times seems to have stated: r~~~-J "The K'ang kao in three p'ien," and 
that judging from the order of the chapters the Chiu kao must have been the 
second part of the K'ang kao, while the Tzu ts'ai the third part. Mr. Ch'en 
also says that the chapters Chiu kao and Tzu ts'ai had not been yet differenti
ated from the chapter K'ang kao by that time, but that since they were divided 
into three separate chapters, the Chou pen-chi ml.7-ls:¥2. of the Shih-chi states 
that Duke Chou composed the K'ang kao, the Chiu kao, and the Tzu ts'ai, 
and not "three chapters of the K'ang kao." In the preface written by a 'ku
wen' scholar which Yang Hsiung flil of the Han period saw, there occurred 
the words: 11£~~~- "[He] composed the three chapters of the K'ang kao'' 
(Fa yen). Consequently no preface was attached to the Chiu kao, and Cheng 
Hsun, too, is referring to the ku-wen version of the Shang-shu in his Chou-li 
hsil. Thus Cheng Hsiian says that the fact that the Chiu kao and the Tzu ts'ai 
are separate chapters in the three-script stone-engraved classics of Wei may 
perhaps be considered in line with the fact that the three parts of the chapter 
Pan keng are treated as one in those of the Hsi-p'ing ;J.:s:jt period of the Han 
dynasty. 

However, there are some doubtful points here. Let us examine them. 
(1) The chapters Pan keng and T'ai shih in the modern version of the 

Shang-shu, as well as the chapters T'ai chia and Shuo ming (existing at present 
in the form of a forged ku-wen text), were, as is shown elsewhere<9J, produced 

(8) Sun I-jang ~ftiL Shang-shu P'ien-chih 'fiila:Utz. 
(9) Masaaki Matsumoto tl:zfs:f'l~, Shunju sengoku ni okeru Shosho no tenkai ~;&(~l~H:: 

iovt 6#iJ:a:O)r.ii~ ["The Development of the Shang Shu in the Ch'un-ch'iu and Chan
kuo Periods"], 1966, Part II, Chapter 1. 
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during the Chan-kuo period. Among them the T'ai chia and the T'ai shih 
are composed in the early Chan-kuo period, and at the earliest the latter does 
not go as far back as the end of the Ch'un-ch'iu period. The fact that the 
texts become longer as they approach more recent times may be considered 
natural, since they were written in the period during which the pre-Ch'in 
philosophers (Chu-tzu po-chia ITTrTS*) were active. It is scarcely credible, 
however, that such long texts should occur among those of the chapters which 
were produced at the beginning of the Chou period. This will be probably 
understood if reference is made to such chapters as the T'ai kao j(~, the 
Chao kao -E!1!r and the Lo kao rt~. 

(2) From the point of view of literay construction, the three chapters in 
question are regarded as injunctions (kao ~) delivered by Duke Chou when 
he suppressed the rebellion of Kuan Shu ~;.EZ and Ts'ai Shu ~,r~, and made 
K'ang Shu Duke of Wei, so as to let him rule over the Shang-yin people. Of 
these three the K'ang kao, being rich in ethical expressions, is most frequently 
quoted in the pre-Ch'in writings. The Chiu kao is concerned with the service 
regulations of officials and soldiers dispatched to outposts, the detailed pre
scription of their duties, and the punishments for infringements of the regula
tions, particular caution being given to the practice of wine-drinking. It is 
completely different in content from the K'ang kao and not quoted at all in 
the pre-Ch'in writings other than the Han-fei-tzu. The Tzu ts'ai contains 
concrete instructions for the ruling of the people. These three are of a com
pletely different construction from the other three-part chapters such as the 
Pan keng. 

(3) Since the events referred to in the three chapters are those which 
took place almost contemporaneously, we cannot consider it particularly irra
tional that the Shih-chi and the Shu hsil "lfff do not mention them separately 
but together. Thus, 

JJ:lt:E~tt~tJl • ~tJlo PJ~tilx, t-:tijHJlo 1"P~~ • rffi~ • i$H o ("If pt;) 
"King Ch'eng, having subdued [the rebellion of] Kuan Shu and Ts'ai 
Shu, enfeoffed K'ang Shu with the remaining Yin people. [He] composed 
the K'ang kao, and the Chiu kao and the Tzu ts'ai. (Shu hsil) 

On the other hand, each part of the other three-part chapters differs from the 
others in regard to time and events. The Shu hsil which refers to a hundred 
chapters of the Shang-shu was written by Liu Hsin jlj~ and others at the end 
of the Han period, and because the evidence of the contrived nature of the 
work is conspicuousC10>, this cannot afford proof that the three parts originally 
constituted a single chapter although they are mentioned in a single preface. 
In the Chou pen-chi of the Shih-chi it is stated: 

~~*' ~&*, ~~~-m~G~t,t, ~-~~0Z~o 

(10) Masaaki Matsumoto, op. cit., Part I, Chapter 2, Section 8, Sub-section 3, "The Com
ing into Being of the Shu hsu." 
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"Next the Kuei ho, next the Chia ho, next the K'ang ho, the Chiu kao 
and the Tzu ts'ai. This is [found] in the chapter of Duke Chou." 

It is further observed here that the Shih-chi treats the K uei ho frir5K and the 
Chia ho•* en bloc with the three parts or chapters under discussion although 
each of the two are admittedly separated by the word "next" from the rest. 

(4) In the pre-Ch'in literature, quotations from the K'ang kao are ex
tremely numerous and are the most abundant among the passages quoted from 
the Shang-shu. All the passages quoted from the K'ang kao but one in the 
Han-fei-tzit are found in the existing text of the K'ang kao. This may be due 
perhaps to the erroneous citation of the chapter from which the quotation is 
taken. Thus it would seem problematical to take it as direct evidence of the 
existence of the three-part chapter K'ang kao. In the commentary of Chia 
Kung-yen W¾~ of the T'ang dynasty on the chapter T'e kuei shih l{Ffttt of 
the Yi-li 1iIDI, a quotation from the Ta-chuan j(ilJ is found in the following 
passage: 

Jitj~]l-ilJfffig, 1~, •1'm~s, uxr~$, ~~~{~Jl, ~ir!Z~oJ 
"[Regarding] this, Cheng [Hsiian] says in reference to the Shu chuan [the 
Ta chuan of the Shang-shu], "It may be that [ what] the K'ang kao in the 
Ta chuan says: "[When] the Son of Heaven has [some] business, the 
feudal lords all wait in attendence [upon him,' represents] the relation 
between honorable and lowly." 

In the Ta-chuan the words: xr~$ are included in the commentary on 
the text of the Chiu kao. K'ung Kuang-lin fL.#'s argument on the basis of 
this that the character m (k'ang) in the above quotation is a mistake for iffi 

(chiu)C11l may still deserve our attention. On the other hand, Wang Ming
sheng :E9l~c12l of the Ch'ing dynasty holds that there was a different text of 
the shang-shu in which part of the text of the Chiu kao was lumped together 
with that of the K'ang kao, and that the passage quoted in the Han-fei-tzi1 
was taken from this text. Thus he says: 

l4~riJt#~5 l~Z)t, PJ;\%m~, ~tlilt:E%~J.JIJ)js:, ~?~~1.ffiAm~o 
"[In] the Shuo Zin p'ien of the Han-fei-tzu a passage from the kao is 
quoted as one from the K'ang kao. It may be that there was a different 
text of the Shang-shu. Thus, the Chiu kao is mixed in the K'ang kao." 

Ch'en Ch'iao-ch'ung ~J,1f~f,iff of the Ch'ing period also takes the same view in 
his Ching-shuo k'ao ~iJl~. 

This is the only quotation from the Shang-shu found in the Han-fei-tzu) 
but since there occur in it quotations from the Shang-shu which are not in
troduced by the words r-•sJ "The Shu says," we shall take them up for 
consideration next. 

(11) K.'ung Kuang-lin :fL~;Jst, Shang-shu ta-chuan chu #Hl:kfJiff• 
(12) Wang Ming-sheng 3:.~I~, Shang-shu hou-an fi,Hl{&.~: and Ch'en Chiao-ch'ung ~~t'i, 

Chin-wen shang-shu ching-shuo k'ao ,4-5(#,le=mfilIDt:?5· 
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Extract 2. 

e•s, r~~*~' ~-~~o~-~~~,XT~moBT2~oWffi~■ffi@ 
a ~mm®ffl&o~ffi&2~, ~@a2m, Wffi2$~~~o~•s, WM~~ 
2, ~,Miffl2, M~1&2, £,fri!i7 2oJl · · · J rnust.r.) 
"Jen Chang says, '[If one] seeks territory without cause, the neighbour-

ing states will be sure to fear [him]. [If] one is insatiable in his desire, 

[the people of] the world will be sure to fear [him]. [If] you give him 

territory, Chih Po will be sure to become arrogant and underrate [his] 

enemies, [and] the neighbouring states will be a:ffrighted and become 

friendly with each other. [If] with [a force composed of] soldiers of states 

who are friendly with each other [you] confront a state which underrates 

[its] enemies, Chih Po's [span of] life will not be long. The Chou-shu 

says: [If you] wish to defeat someone, be sure to give him support for a 

while. _[If you] wish to deprive [someone] of something, be sure to give 

it [to him] for a while.'" (Shau Zin A) 
This passage is a part of the reply tq_ his lord, Hsuan-tzu lfr of Wei ft, by 

Jen Chang 1£., in which Jen Chang advised his lord to give territory to Chih 

Po ~{B, who had demanded territory of Hsuan-tzu. The same story and 

quotation from the Shang-shu appears in the Chan-kuo-ts'e. 

tf.S, r~tx*:t-lh, mBm&:,~, -~~/R, XT£,'llo BT2:t-th, ~1s£,'[tf, '151@ 
a ~mm®ffl&o~ffi&2~, ~~a2m, ~~2$~~~o~•s, WM~~ 
2, £,fri!ilMJ2, M~1&2, £,m~2oJl" · J (~--t:.r. • ft.r., ;£¥Ff) 

These two passages are practically identical, whose parts quoted from the Shu 

differ only in the substitution of W for T. They do not occur in the extant 

text of the Shang-shu. However, since the name of the Chou-shu is explicitly 

cited, this may have been taken from a text of the nature of the Yi-chou-shu 

~~:ff- The expression: "If you wish to defeat someone, be sure to give him 

support for a while. If you wish to deprive someone of something, be sure to 

give it to him for a while." is not that which accords with the spirit of the Shu 

but that which represents the spirit of the Machiavellian diplomacy of the 

legalists in the late Chan-kuo period. If, however, it was taken from the 

Shang-shu, then we would have to suspect it to be quoted from the legalist 

version of the Shang-shu<14l. 

Extract 3. 

{S~~trcAPfr'!'ft1f, ;t§-f-~Z.~o trcAPfr~1t, ;t§~.~o -f-~2.~~--, A5fUf(;lo ~ 
(13) Wang Hsieh-ch'ien .:E:$\5-~ says in his Han-fei-tzu chi-chieh ~11::-=f~m that in the 

existing text of the Chiu kao were interpolated fragments of the K'ang kao when it 

was compiled by a later hand and that the quotations in the Han-fei-tzu ought to be 

used for the examination of the present text of the Chiu kao. 

(14) Chiang Sheng y.::C~ notes: "lt may be considered that these are not the words of a 

benevolent man (jen-jen t.A) or a man of virtue (chiin-tzu ~-=f). Although they are 

claimed to be those of the Chou-shu it is unbelievable that they are from the Shang

shu. [Thus] they are merely added here by way of appendix." With this proviso 

he included them among the fragments of the Shang-shu. (Shang-shu chi-chu yin-su 

#iJe=~a:1§'-ifrrt: Section on Fragments) 
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.~ B ~' ~fU;~to JltmJwJ=ifrglt 1TgffiLl::ffl1f~illoJ Cm#T) 
"Po Lo teaches those whom he hates [how to] distinguish horses which will 
travel a thousand li in a day. [And he] teaches those whom he loves [how 
to] distinguish draft horses. Horses which will travel a thousand li in a 
day are found [only] once in a while. [Thus] their profit is small. Draft 
horses are sold everyday. [Thus] their profit is large. This is [the im
port of] what is said by the Chou-shu in the words: 'That words of 
humilitation will produce a great effect is a delusion.'" (Shuo Zin B) 

The import of the words: "words of humilitation will produce a great effect" 
accords with the allegory about the 'thousand li horse' (-=f JI!.Z.~) and the 
'draft horse' (~.~). But it is incomprehensible that this should be a 'delu
sion.' From this it may be inferred that the word' delusion' (~) is a later in
terpolation. The utilitarian ideology which reveals itself in the quoted passage 
is clearly that of the legalists, and is typical of the late Chan-Imo period, as 
in the case of Extract 2. This passage is not included among the• fragments 
of the Shang-shu by later scholars. 
Extract 4. 

wEl, 1m$Z*ZoJ *A;;~f1t1f, lzsl~1iW§m$*illo AEl, r ~M-&oJ tiB, 1wg 
z, fifil ~ o J UH!U#Jitr:J:) 
"The Shu says: 'One wears a sash [round the waist], hanging down [its 
ends].' There was a man from Sung who had studied the Shu. Accord
ingly, [he] wore two sashes one upon the other, [thinking] himself wear
ing in the manner [mentioned by the Shu] (shen-shu). A man asked, 
'What is the meaning [of your wearing sashes like that]?' [He] replied, 
saying, 'The Shu refers to this. Verily it means this [manner of wearing 
sashes].'" (Wai ch'u shuo P'ien tso A) 

Extract 5. 

wEl, rretttret~o ~-~~oJ ~A;;ff1t~o lbfrg~, ~-~Xo El, n@~ZJffl~ 
~·oJ AEl, r ~MilloJ tiEl, rw§ z, fifil~oJ (5'H!U~f-tr:J:) 
"The Shu says: 'Having been cut and polished, [jade] restores its in
trinsic nature.' There was a man from Liang who had studied [the Shu]. 
[In] conduct [he] affected learning, [and in] action [he] based it on ritual. 
[He] says, 'Repeating it will only lead [one] to lose its substance.' A man 
asked, 'What is the meaning [ of your remark]? ' [He] replied, saying, 
'The Shu refers to this. Verily it means what I said.'" (Wai ch'u shuo 
P'ien tso A) 

These two passages satirize careless or stubborn men of the states of Sung and 
Liang who could not properly understand the meaning of the Shu. The 
former of the two put on two sashes and maintained that this was what was 
meant by the words 'shen-shu' Cm$*), while the latter misunderstood the idea 
that 'jade, cut and polished, restores its intrinsic nature,' and thought that 
learning and refined manners will deviate from truth, if taken to excess. Both 
passages are stories which criticize thoughtless and impracticable scholars (yil-ju 
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ff{i). The quotations in these extracts are considered as fragments of the 
Shu by Chang Hsi-t'ang sl51it alone. They are more simple than those in 
Extracts 2 and 3 above, and their simplicity seems to be in keeping with the 
style of the Shu. However, these quoted passages are not found either in the 
Shu or in the Shih, and its proverbial form of expression shows strong traces 
of the Chan-kuo period. It is still worthy of note that these quotations are 
ascribed to the Shu as distinct from the yen ~ or 'proverbs' of which a num
ber of examples also occur in the Han-fei-tzu. 
Extract 6. 

%3::Zr!B, 1§-W:~1-rix:, -W:~1-rfiJ, 1f£3::Ztgto -W:wZ1-r~, 1f£LZ~oJ (~oc) 
"The Law of the Former Kings says: 'Subjects should not assume a stern 
manner [to the people]. Nor should they seek [personal] gain. [Let 
them] follow .the instructions of the Kings. Nor should [they] do evil. 
[Let them] follow the road of the Kings." (Yu tu) 

This passage is based on the following one in the chapter Hung fan ~~ in 
the Shu. 

~~~~' ~3::Z~o~~ff~, ~3::Zmo~~ff~, ~3::Z~o 
"Without being partial or wicked, [one should] foliow the righteousness 
of the Kings. Without doing what one is fond of, [one should] follow 
the way of the Kings. Without doing evil, [one should] follow the road 
of the Kings." 

With a number of differences, this passage is cited in the Tso-chuan lc'.W (un
der the 3rd year of Hsiang Kung ~0-), the Mo-tzu :IFf (the Chien ai *~ B; 
the quotation introduced by the words ml~ 13 'The Chou shih says'), and the 
Lu-shih ch'un-ch'iu g~*fj( (under Chi kung •0- in the twelfth chi -t::::*c.). 
The above quoted passage of the Hung fan may be considered as a variant 
form, or all the quoted passages in the other works as abridged forms of the 
one in the Hung fan. However, the passage quoted in the Han-fei-tzu which 
is introduced by the words: 'The Law of the Former Kings says', is of com
pletely different import, merely claiming to be cited from the text of the Hung 
fan. This would seem to suggest that there was a 'Law of the Former Kings' 
peculiar to the legalist school which had adopted such classical writings as the 
Hung fan. As we shall show later, this is particularly so when we come to 
think of the possibility of the existance of a Shu peculiar to the legalists. In 
the quoted passage of Extract 6, we can clearly discern a legalist interpretation 
of the Shu. In particular, the splitting of the notion ff 'what one is fond of' 
into the two, ix; 'sternness' and fU 'gain', is based on the legalist ideology, and 
may be regarded as reflecting the intellectual currents of the late Chan-kuo 
period. 

There is a large number of stories about Shun ~ in the Han-fei-tzu, but 
it cannot be supposed that they are directly based on the Shu. These may be 
taken merely as cases of adopting stories which were generally current at the 
time. However, there is an interesting and noteworthy quotation regarding 
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the succession of Duke Chou and King Ch'eng in the Han-fei-tzu. We shall 

present it here. 
Extract 7. 

1E013, ,~~*A, 1~~~AJ ~;f~o · · -~19=11rm101L m10flffiz~~'.:f-l:;4, 
fit±#±~z.tJi&, 1r~~Tit-t11, ~A-ilia CJ$::) 
"' Duke Huan says: [One] toils at seeking men) [and] is at ease about 

employing their services; [ which] is not true .... [Minister] Kuan Chung 
is not Chou-kung Tan. Chou-kung Tan temporarily assumed [the posi
tion of] the Son of Heaven for seven years. [But] when King Ch'eng 

reached his majority [he] invested him with the government [of the Em
pire], [ which he] did not do for the sake of the Empire but for the sake 
of his function [to govern]." (Nan 2) 

A passage resembling this occurs at the beginning of the Lo kao zi~ in the 

Shang-shu. 

mJ0n~ff~, 13, ,~~T~M, ±~~~A~£$•~$o~n•~*ffl•± 
A£, frreSJIMoJ 
"Duke Chou saluted with the hands raised together and bowed his head 
deeply, saying, 'I will return the government of the Wise Prince to you. 
Your lordship, behave yourself prudently as if you were not well qualified 
to [receive] Divine Appointment and Command to establish p~ace [in the 
Empire]. I, too, will keep obeying Divine Command, inspect the founda
tion of the East Province in earnest and become a wise prince to the 

people." 
At the end of the passage the following passage is found: 

1tfHB~~, 1'£+~::J=J, 1llmJ01H~JCj\i~$, 1lft;40 
"Yi, who composed the Ts'e [shu] pronounced [to the people]: It was in 
the twelfth month. It came to pass that Duke Chou thus retained Divine 
Command received by [Kings] Wen and Wu. This is the seventh year." 

Already in the pre-Ch'in period, there appeared such interpretations as the 

following: 
m10Ri~Tz.ff, li[l~Tz.!ilr a C1fir113t}J$i) 
"Duke Chou ruled over the people of the Empire, and conducted the af-
fairs of the Empire." (Hsiln-tzu, Ju hsiao p'ien) 

mJ0Wi~rZi&a C~!Jrtl*iU 
"Duke Chou took over the government of the Son of Heaven." (Lieh-tzu, 

Yang chu p'ien) 

m10Wii&, §=!-~Ta (3imJ.SJl¥:Wi() 
"Duke Chou took over the government, and ruled over the Empire." (Yi-

chou-shu, Ming t'ang chieh) 
Among others the Hsiln-tzu has already adopted the view that Duke Chou ac

ceded to the throne. In the Han period Fu-sheng says in his Ta chuan: 

mJ0WiiCj(, ~4f~~L, ::4~JN:f~f!, ~4~11t, !m4~~ff, li4~m;mJ, ~4 
tUwf1t~, --l::;43&i&a 
"[While] Duke Chou was assuming the regency, [he] saved [the Empire] 
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from disorder in the first year; overcame the Yin people in the second 
year (and killed Kuan, Ts'ai, Lu £u and others, according to Cheng's 
annotation); conquered the Yen in the third year; enfeoffed the Lord of 
Wei in the fourth year; built the City of Ch'eng Chou in the fifth year; 
instituted ritual and composed music in the sixth year; and gave up the 
government in the seventh year." 

After his seven years' regency Duke Chou is considered ·to have restored the 
government to King Ch'eng. It may be that the word chia ffiz in Extract 7 
means 'temporarily' rather than she cheng Wri& 'to take over the government'. 
Next, we find the following passages in the Fan lun hsun mmiJII of the Huai
nan-tzu 1l1¥Ff, the Han-shih wai-chuan ~W>'~W, and the Wang Man chuan 
::::E~~ of the Han-shu. 

fit::::E~#±, m10JU1Ei&i&, · · · §$'.z, f~mHiffiW,, i?lmHHra Gli¥f-=f • ~w>'~~) 
"[When] King Ch'eng had reached his majority Duke Chou entrusted 
him with the people and the government. . . . [He] served King Ch'eng 
as a subject. [He] acted [only] after asking [the King's] permission. [He] 
performed [only] after reporting [ to the King]." (H uai-nan-tzu and Han
shih wai-chuan) 
m]~,@-ffi, J{IJ,@-3(rz1:tr, fit::::Etmx~li, J{IJ3&i&o ttB, ~@l-=fl:JJH!$o mJ~'fttjj;jij::::E 
$, -fi~ffl,*~ft@l-=f~Bllia ~~~ 
"That Duke Chou was assuming the regency refers to the fact that [he] 
occupied the position of the Son of Heaven. [When] King Ch'eng put 
on the manly gown [he] gave up the government. The Shu says: 'I will 
return to you the government of the Wise Prince.' Duke Chou always 
claimed to have the King's commands and acted on his own authority 
without reporting [to the King]. That is why he says, 'I will return to 
you [the government of] the Wise Prince." (Wang Mang chuang) 

Kao Yu rm~'s comment on the word fu @l in the above quoted passage from 
the Huai-nan-tzu says that" for every affair he asked [the King's] permission 
without fail, and reported [the results to the King]." Namely, when anything 
was to be done he always asked the King's permission and reported the results 
to the King, and did not make decisions on his own responsibility. But both 
of these passages agree in that Duke Chou renounced the government in favour 
of King Ch'eng. In the Wei-k'ung-chuan filHLW it is stated: 

mJ0~/frftt~~' lft@ljffl:SJIBZi&~ToJ .::Pfit::::Eo :¥=:-tnx;A, tij(&,!!fi&, fffii! 
~o 

"Duke Chou said with all the observances of ritual and the greatest reve-
rence, 'I will return to you the government of the Wise Prince.' [The 
word] tzu refers to King Ch',eng. In one's twentieth year [one] attains 
[one's] majority, [and] thus [the regent] is bounded to return the govern
ment and retire as an aged." 

Li Hsien $:W's comment on the Imperial Mandate of the first year of the Ho
p'ing fiJZp period in the Huan-ti chi 1-\['rf.iifcl. of the Hou-han-shu. 
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~~lli, T~~lli, M~llioffl~0-~B~, *~~~~2~~~~llio 
"[The word] fu means 'to give back.' [The word] tzu refers to King 

Ch'eng. [The word] pi means 'a prince.' [Thus the passage] means that 

as Duke Chou has long assumed the regency, he returns the government 

to King Ch' eng." 

In contrast to this, the view expressed by Ts'ai Ch'en g(;t of the Sung period 

in the Shang-shu chi-chuan fb1-~ilJ that Duke Chou reported to the King ac

cording to [the results of] divination is clearly out of keeping with the original 

purport of the Lo kao. Consequently, the above-mentioned view taken by the 

Han-fei-tzu was in accordance with the generally accepted view at the time, 

and was not an attempt to advance a new and extraordinary one against it. 

Rather, it seems that the Han-fei-tzu is not so wedded to the view that Duke 

Chou acceded to the throne as is the Hsiln-tzu<15l. 

Thus these quotations in the Han-fei-tzu amount to no more than seven 

in all-one from the K'ang kao, two from unidentified chapters of the Shang

shu introduced by the words, "The Chou-shu says," two introduced by the 

words, "The Shu says," and two seemingly taken from the Shang-shu. To

gether with the fact that the work contains only four quotations from the Shih 

-twice from Pei shan ::ltrlr, and once from Chieh nan shan TP1¥f rl1 and Ch'e 

ch'ien .$~, this indicates the strong antagonism of the legalists toward the 

Confucians. The paucity of quotations from the Confucian works contrasts 

markedly with the occurrence of the sixteen passages closely resembling those 

of the Lao-tzu and the eleven quotations from the Ch'un-ch'iu. The Shan;g

shu is not quoted at all in the Shang-tzu lffir, and is quoted six times in the 

Chan-kuo-ts'e and twice in the K uan-tzu "gT. These facts seems to suggest 

that the legalists exhibit practically no interest in the Shang-shu or the Shih

ching, and consequently did not have much connection with the transmission 

and remodelling of these texts. 
Looking back, however, at four extracts (2-5), we see that they are not 

in keeping with the style of the Shu. Nevertheless, we cannot immediately 

conclude from this that they are quotations from the Yi-chou-shu. In order 

to draw such a conclusion it will be necessary to make clearer the relation be

tween the legalists and the Yi-chou-shu. Yet we cannot state definitely that 

the content of the Yi-chou-shu would be ideologically nearer to the legalists 

than to the Confucians. Until we can prove that the legalists had the Yi-chou

shu distinct from the Shang-shu of Confucianism, the matter will remain pro

blematical. This is especially so when we could suspect that passages of the 

Yi-chou-shu are quoted in the Shang-shu ta-chuan tb1•*ilJ· The matter is 

(15) The same view is taken by Wang Ming-sheng, Shang-shu hou-an and Ch'en Ch'iao

ch'ung, Chin-wen shang-shu ching-shuo k'ao; it is said that this view is found in 

particular in Cheng Hsiian's commentary on the Ming t'ang wei 00'.£{:s'l. in the Li chi 

and in his commentary on the T'ien kuan :;R'@; of the Chou-li ~Wt!- There are va

rious opinions as to the age of King Ch'eng, but we shall not go into the matter here. 
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related to the question of the date at which the Yi-chou-shu was composed. 
Accordingly, the abovementioned four quotations introduced by the words 
"The Chou-shu says" or "The Shu says" which appear out of harmony with 
the style of the Shu lead us to suspect that, more likely than not, there existed 
a legalist version of the Shu. With this in mind, we can perhaps adopt the 
view that the quotation from the Hung-fan ~ip_'g as 'the Law of the Former 
Kings' in Extract 6 is more likely to indicate that the text of the Hung fan 
had been incorporated into the legalist works (Fa-tien r!$tl:), than that the 
Hung fan itself had been renamed 'the Law of the Former Kings.' These 
views will be strengthened by our examination of the Chan-kuo-ts'e. 

III 

QUOTATIONS IN THE CHAN-KUO-TS'E WITH APPENDED 
CONSIDERATIONS OF THE KUAN-TZU 

Seven quotations from the Shu are found in the Chan-kuo-ts'e-four in
troduced by the words, "The Chou-shu says", and three by the words, "The 
Shu says." 

Extract I. 
}tTiir:B, 1~Wc~z, !Z,fri!i1fffiZo !Z,W(J&z, !Z,fri!iJ!ZoJ (~-1::;J:, a1:, ;ffFf) 
"The Chou-shu says: '[If you] wish to defeat someone, be sure to give 
him support for a while. [If you] wish to deprive [someone] of some
thing, be sure to give it [to him] for a while.'" (Chan-kuo-ts'e 7A: Wei 
ft A, Huan-tzu tff-=f-) 

An identical text of this quotation from the Shu and the story accompanying 
it occurs in the Shuo Zin A of the Han-fei-tzu. Since I have already touched 
on this in the previous section (vid. p. 25, Extract 2), I shall omit considera
tion of it here. As I have noted there, the passage does not accord with the 
spirit oi the Shang-shu, but approximates the legalist ideology of the late Chan
kuo period. 

Extract II. 
B3$Z~~~iJt*i1(:EEl, 1~~:EZ:tlrJ~~o ;K~/lH~·Wctlt~, rm'l:,;R3-Z~#a 7ffi 

,~,El, < )tTitftf i§, W~::kWl"l5 aJ> n~Z::k~, PJJ]L~leca :ffi-Z~~rm7F~Ima ~ 
*a lzlrmtlt~, ~WlZa XWctltNlt, rm·lfi!'§z~#a l/J,~,EI <}tTitftf i§, W~~Wl 
:t5aJ> bt~z~~' ~Z~'§Z~o '§Z~PJ~rm7FJ,i, ~1'.:a· · ·J (~=:J: • * 
J:, lt:st~) 
"T'ien Hsing-chih persuaded King Hui of Ch'in on behalf of Ch'en 
Chen, saying, 'I fear that you should become like the lord of Kuo. 
Duke Hsien of Chin once wished to send an expedition against Kuo, but 
hesitated for fear of Chu Chih-ch'iao's being [there]. Hsun Hsi said, 
'There is a saying in the Chou-shu: A fair woman defeats the tongue [of 
a subject who admonishes his lord].' Thereupon [the King] sent a pre-
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sent of singing girls to the lord of Kuo, so as to disorder his government. 
Chu Chih-ch'iao admonished [his lord], but was not listened to, and at 

length [he] left [Kuo]. Duke Hsien accordingly sent an expedition to 
Kuo, and at length defeated it. Then again, [King Hui] wished to send 
an expedition against Yu, but [he] hesitated for fear of Kung Chih-ch'i's 
being [there]. Hsun Hsi said, 'There is a saying in the Chou-shu: A 
handsome man defeats the old [and mature].' Thereupon he sent a pre
sent of handsome men to Yu, instructing them to calumniate Kung Chih
ch'i. Kung Chih-ch'i admonished [his lord], but was not listened to, and 
at length [he] left [there] to take refuge." (Chan-kuo-ts'e 3A: Ch'in * 
A, Hui wen chiin lt>z:::e) 

Chu Chih-ch'iao :it.1-Zfit and Hsun Hsi ffi,'@, are the ta-fu *:k of the states of 
Kuo ~ and Chin ff, respectively. This quotation from the Chou-shu: "A 
fair woman defeats the tongue; a handsome man defeats the old" means that, 
as a fair woman brings even the words of good men to confusion, so a hand
some man (namely, unnatural vice) brings even mature men to destruction. 
Although it is a proverbial saying it is included in the Chou-shu. 

The same saying is seen in the Wu ch'eng chieh 1t\iffl~~ 6 of the Yi-Chou
shu: 

~~W[~, ~3(1i3[J5o 
"A handsome man defeats the old; a fair woman defeats the tongue." 

Wang Nien-sun 3::.~3W~ of the Ch'ing period<16l says that the character § 'ton
gue' should be replaced by the characer ,f§- 'queen', since the latter character 
was sometimes written by the former one in the li-shu ~--- script, the mistake 
being presumably due to the resemblance of ,f§- with §. Wu Shih-tao ¥~Jr!Hl of 
the same period<17

) mentions that it is quoted in the Hsiu-wen yii-lan frtJ'(fIE~~ 
as from the Chou-shu in the form: 

~~W[£, ~:£z-W[*o 
"A handsome man defeats wealth; a fair woman defeats chariots." 

Regarding such variant texts Sun 1-jang 3}Hir}~ of Ch'ing times<1
B) comments 

that although the meanings of the variant texts do not come up to the merit 
of the meaning of the existing text they will be appended for reference in 
textual collation. 

In spite of the views of Wang and Wu, the fact that the quotations in the 
Yi-chou-shu and the Chan-kuo-ts'e coincide and the fact that the saying: "a 
fair woman defeats the tongue" is more vivid than the one: "a fair woman 
defeats the queen" lead both Sun 1-jang and myself to suspect that the word 
'tongue' was the one in the original text. It is beyond our surmise, however, 
whether this quotation was originally in the Yi-chou-shu or taken out of the 
Chan-kuo-ts'e at the time of its reconstruction. The style of the quotation, 

(16) Wang Nien-sun .:f.~~' Tu-shu tsa-chi nl--lHtic-
(17) Wu Shih-tao ~!1lf!J;lj[, Chan-kuo-ts'e hsiao-chu fim~ffif.Xtt· 
(18) Sun I-jang ~'ittiJI, Chou-shu chueh-p•u mi•J~M-
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too, of course, is much inferior to the austere and antique style of the Shu, 
and being couched in a proverbial mode of expression, it is closely comparable 
with the quotations in Extracts 2-5 in the previous section. Since it was sup
posedly formed under the same social circumstances it cannot go back earlier 
than the late Chan-kuo period. 
Extract III. 

~~Z?Jrlir]~~illo JJittZtJ~11$ilio mH!S, 1i%l$~-r'm oJ Jl:t~$Z~PJ~o 
( ~-!::; T • ~*ii:±) 
"This is what I heard in Wei. I should like to ask your lordship to 
consider your business with this [in mind]. The Chou-shu says: 'The 
Mandate of Heaven is not constant.' This means that fortune does not 
favour [one] time and again." (Chan-kuo-ts'e 7B: Wei An li wang) 

This extract is taken from the passage in which Hsu Chia J]Jf, alluding to a 
historical anecdote, advised Lord Jang ffi~ of Wei not to cede any portion of 
his territory and conclude peace after Wei had been defeated by Ch'in at Hua * or Hua-yang $~i. The Chou-shu here mentioned refers to the K'ang kao. 
In its existing text the passage in question runs as follows: 

±B, gij~, .&,,Yf!-t, 1l1t$~T'mo &~~' ~fUt~o 
"The King said, 'Ho I Thou Prince Feng [K'ang Shu] l The Mandate 
of Heaven is not constant. Remember thou it l Never bring to an end 
what [you] have been endowed with, for my sake." 

That is to say, since the Mandate of Heaven is not unchanging, K'ang Shu 
must not bring to an end the kingdom which he has succeeded to. This say
ing is quoted in the Tso-chuan iE1' (under 'the 16th year of Ch'eng kung J$t, 
0' and 'the 23rd year of Hsiang kung ~0- ') and in the Ta-hsueh *~' and 
thus we learn that it was a famous saying at the time. It is the only saying 
from the K'ang kao that has been cited by authors other than the Confucians. 
Extract IV. 

1Ff:1%ffl~1t£, !Jl~±S, r · · · JWJ•s, nmffim~m§, ~Ul*Mo ~=B~tlz, ~Jtttf= 
tAJo frJXl~IE, {i~*l~,o ~~ZMoJl *±~f1~1Hi~, n~1tffJl, lJJ 1C.A~no tl!J&:, 
~si*Z}&,o· · ·J (~-l::;J:, ~~±) 
"Su Ch'in, having designed [a plan for] the Vertical Alliance [against 
Ch'in], explained [it] to the King of Wei saying, ' ... The Chou-shu 
says): "What are [you] to do with [what] continues interminably and 
spreads far and wide? If [you] do not pull out a tiny sprout it will 
grow to a size of the handle of an axe. If [you] do not settle [your] de
liberations in advance you will have great trouble. What [then] will 
[you] do with this?" 'If [you,] Great King, will sincerely listen to [me,] 
your subject and if the Six States join in the Alliance and become friendly 
with each other, devoting [their] minds and joining [their] forces, then 
[you] will certainly have no trouble about [the invasion of] the powerful 
Ch'in .... " (Chan-kuo-ts'e 7 A: Wei Hsiang wang ~~±) 

This quotation from the Chou-shu occurs in the passage in which Su Ch'in if. 
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* presented his 'plan for the Vertical Alliance' ,g,-tffE~. It is not included in 

the fragments of the Shang-shu by later scholars. This, too, is a species of 

proverb, and reminds us of the ideology of the legalists or proponents of the 

Vertical Alliance, which clearly belongs to the late Chan-kuo period. 

Next, we have three instances of quotations introduced by the words, 

"The Shu says." 

Extract V. 

r · · · ~ • ~UW, JG~~ • *iJGxo 1t(J;J~ • ~ • ~zW, JF3lU!~yJF1i*=Eo ~:ix 
~ ~BZ*~lliBo ~~Tz~, ~-~z~ ff•xz~o ~OO=EZ~, ~~ 
-tttz~, ~~z~5fU, fffiBZ*qSllio -~ nmt*tmttt, ~~*tm~oJ ~JF"t: 
~, ~1iX"t:~o · · · J (~~J::. • *BN~xJ:) 
" ... Although [Kings] T'ang and Wu were worthies, yet they would not 

have been Kings if [they] had not happened to be contemporaneous with 

[Kings] Chieh and Chou. Therefore, [even] with the worthiness of 

[Kings] T'ang and Wu, [one] could not become Emperor unless [one] 

meets with an opportunity. Now is the important time for your lordship 

to attack Ch'i. With the combined forces of the Empire, to attack [your] 

enemy, Ch'i, and to recompense the disgrace [suffered by] King Hui, 

[thus] attaining success like that of King Chao, and getting rid of an evil 

[ which might persist for] countless generations-this is to the lasting 

advantage of Yen and [earns] a great honour for your lordship. The Shu 

says: 'In planting virtue it is best to accumulate it. In getting rid of an 

evil it is best [to do so] exhaustively.' Wu did not ruin Yueh, and so 

Yueh ruined Wu .... " (Chan-kuo-ts'e 3A: Ch'in Chao hsiang wang 

*BN~x A) 
The passage occurs in an address to Lord Jang ffl~ of Wei (Wei jan ft$!.) by 

Tsao@, who served him as a honourable guest of high office. Such usage 

of the word te 11 is of course not found in the Shih and the Shu. Apart 

from Chang Hsi-t'ang 5:&"5¥:, none of the scholars regard the quotation as a 

fragment of the Shang-shu. Its proverbial mode of expression is exactly com

parable to the previous example (vid. Extract II) or the examples in the Han

f ei-tzu. Moreover, it takes the form of a couplet. Its plain and common 

character can scarcely be thought to belong to any period other than the mid

dle Chan-kuo period or later. 

Extract VI. 

[ffi~fflJ ::ES, 1¥AtJ::E-=fffeti-=f1:fo · · · $'.B*, Ji~ltt~, JF~A~o $)t*, SJ.I 
A~, JF1ttA:vRo 1iX~~"BJ-$, A~Zfrfllio -=fnM~~, tJ$¥AtNlo 3~, r;t: 
JB,m~l, 1:rW'Wm:oJ ¥AW-=fJFfflA~oJ (~:Al:. • m~fflx) 
"King [Wu Ling of Chao] said, 'I entrust you with the education of the 

prince. . . . He who serves a monarch is obedient to his will and does 

not act against his intention. He who served the former monarch makes 

clear his high virtue and does not betray his bereaved child. Thus, to 

have subjects who can be entrusted with [the excution of] commands is 
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the happiness of the state. If you carry out these ,[duties] well, [that] is 
all [that is required of] one who serves me [like you]. The Shu says: "[Jn] 

putting away evil let there be no doubt. [In] appointing 'hsien' let there 
be no double-heartedness." I [ will] not employ anyone else in disregard 
of you.'" (Chan-kuo-ts'e 6A: Chao Wu ling wang ffifgi!l:f) 

The same quotation is seen in the forged Ta yu mo :k~JJ;. •~~=, ~~~~, ~~f~, ~mf~ a•~~, ~fi~~, ~•~£ 
"Admonish [yourself] not to be anxious [without reason]. Do not lapse 

from the laws. Do not disport [yourself] in idle enjoyments. Do not 
debauch [yourself] in pleasures. [In] appointing' hsien' let there be no 
double-heartedness. [In] putting away evil let there be no doubt. Never 
do what is doubtful [to you]." 

The word hsieh J~ and hsien W do not occur in the Shang shu. The Shih has 
the following two instances. 

:k~7F:f:§J, ~1tE$~Wo er 1NlJ ~tw) 
"[The duty of] the ta-fu is not equal to mine. [And yet] I alone went 
away for an [official] service [and] was [called] 'hsien '." (Shih-ching: 

Hsiao ya, Pei shang) 

~~1it:1:~, pt;~PJWo (1:k;flJ frlf) 
"All [of the guests] have discharged the arrows. The guests are [now] 
arranged in order of 'hsien '." (Shih-ching: Ta ya, Hsing wei) 

Here the word hsien W refers to the capacity of individuals and is not used in 
the sense of hsien-jen WA or hsien-che W* "a worthy." 

Again, the quotation in Extract VI, like that in Extract V, takes the 
form of a didactic saying. Didactic sayings certainly occur in the kao of the 
early Chou period; but the sayings in these extracts are nearer to the proverbs 
quoted in the Han-fei-tzu and the Chan-kuo-ts'e. 

Extract VII. 

;&PJ~A, 5f'UJtz!~fllt 1J!$z!~~, jii!z!~Wo 1taRztU, r)f PJ~#B:, ~l':r)f 
PJMuW~llio ttz~~1ti1rL -~-{Jo wB, 1PJ!F~JIT*, 7F~:fl\~'I'~, PJ~#fU~ 
~ 7F~$Z.oJ ~ffi~Z~, 7F~~~fil, ~~•. 1'~~~~ ~~~-ffl 
A:!1±) 
"Hence the Sage calls [it] fu to benefit himself, calls [it] chiao to facili-
tate [his] business [and] calls [it] chieh to [decide whether to] remain [in] 
or to retire [from his office]. The institution of dress and livery is the 
way to bring about order among the ordinary people, and is not the way 
to discern the Worthy. Therefore, the Sage mixes with the common 
people, the Worthy adjusts himself to change. The proverb says: 'He 
who manages [horses] according to the Shu has not a full understanding 
of the feelings of the horses. He who regulates the present in accordance 

with antiquity has not an understanding of change.' Thus the work 

(19) The character hsien jf occurs only once, in a personal name Wu Hsien ~If in the 

chapter Chun shih tJ~. 
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[done] in [literary] observance of the rules is not enough to excel the 
times, nor is the learning based on antiquity enough to regulate the pre
sent." (Clw11-kuu-ts'J 6A: Chao Wu ling wang) 

The quotation in this extract is not the one taken from the Shu, but includes 
the expressions" ... manages [horses] according to the Situ" and" ... regulates 
the present in accordance with antiquity." Here these are used as allegories 
of the round-about and unpractical. The Situ and Im r'i" "antiquity" are here 
held to be divorced from reality and to serve no urgent function. Con
sequently, it is said that the Sage directs his efforts to "benefit himself" and 
to "facilitate [his] business," and hence it is necessary to "be concurrent with 
the Common" and to "be together with Changes." From the fact that the 
Shu, togetl1er with 'antiquity', is here considered to be round-about and un
practical, it would seem that the work referred to was not the one which be
longed to the lcgalists or the Ping-chia ~* 'strategists,' but the Shang-shu of 
the Confucians. This is also apparent from the fact that the passage is pre
ceded by the discussion of Ii 'ritual'. From this we may learn the attitude of 
the lcgalists and the Tsung-ht!11g-cltia or' politicians' to the Confucian Slumg
shu. 

Finally, I shall give a passage from the Kuan-lzti )'FJ- here. 
Extract i. 

:1i:tH.=t, 1*0Hf!2t0:1l'tA, ifF;frH;Uii;z.,r..-, li't:E1im.=.T, ifii--·,t,aJ O.:HM 
"The T'ai sltih says: 'Chou had millions of subjects, and had many 
minds. King vVu had [only] three thousand subjects, who were oE one 
mind.'" (Kuan-tz11: Fa chin il;:!;t) 

As [ have mentioned on a previous occasion 120), similar quotations of the text 
of the T'ai shih are found in the Tso-eh uan -;ii:(/!]. under the 24th year of Chao 
kung Olli:- and under the 2nd year of Ch'eng kung h\l;i~. respectively. 

:t~:FEJ, *1;f'i((;!~IS~1A, ill'+flllffrl\, ;itifTffiL+·A, 1,,J,C.,IRJet\o (ll{H~-IJ·P]{µ) 
"The T'ai shih says: 'Chou has myriads of people, and has so many vir
tues. I have [only] ten congenial subjects, who have one and the same 
virtue and mint!." (Tso-chwm: 24th year of Chao kung) 
'fffTI, :;k;'f Tfr;WJ, 1iii:JISL1;;:~t [.'i]-f· Al.,1o (hV;i:~::c:1t) 
",\ man of virtue [chLin-tzuJ says, '[This isj what is said in the T'ai shih: 
Myriads of people of Shang[-yin] got separated from each other. Ten 
men o[ Chou were the same [in mind].'" (Trn-clwan: '.2nd year of 
Ch'eng kung) 

Since tire ciuotatiou given under' the 2nd year of Cl1'c11g kung' is introduced 
as being" what is said in the T'ai shih ", we may take it as an abridgement of 
tht: original. "Utt: quotation gi n:n undn 'the 24 th year of Chao kung' may 
be considered as tlw original text, but the one in the above extract [rom the 
/-:111u1-tzii is bidy differt:1H from it. Thus, it may lie either an arbitrary quo-

('..:II/ ~lasaaki :\Lt1s1111w10. oJ,. cit, Pan I, Cltaptn '.!. and Pan Ill, Chapter '.!. 
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tion or a quotation from a T'ai shih remodelled by the lcgalists. Judging 

from the quotations in the Han-fei-tzu and the Chan-kuo-ts'e which we have 
examined above,. the latter possibility seems to be stronger. 

Considering first the quotations in the Clmn-ktto-ts'e, of four from the 
Chou-shu and three from the Sim, none but one from the K'ang kao occur in 

the existing text .of the Shu or1 am<>ng the fragments of it preserved in the 

classical literature,. The Chan-kuo-ts'e is not a legalist work, but reflects the 

activities of a. certain sect known as. the Tsimg-heng-chia. As we have noted 
above, however, their contention in favour of the concept of power in politics 

was an ideological position shared by the legalists; and it is unthinkable that 

any distinction had been made between them at the encl of the Chan-kuo 
period, Further, the quotations from the Shti are all in the. form 0£ proverbial 
sayings endorsed by the, utilitarianism of the legalist school, and it is difficult 

to make any distinction,between these and the quotations from.the Han-fei

tzu. k may be that parts of the text of the Yi-chou-slitt are mixed in here too, 

but the nature ohhe Yi-chou-shu and its relation to the legalist school are 

not clear. At any rate, until we prove that the Yi-chou-shu was. compiled by 
the legalists .we cannot regard the many quotations from the Chou-shu and 
the Shu, which do not bear the name of any chapter, as fragments of the Yi

chott-shu, Rather, fo.is probably more sound to regard these uncertain quota• 

tions as passage& from the Shu formed by the legalists at .the end of the Chan 
Kt10 period. In the.beginning the legalists did not recognize any significance 

in the Shang-shu, the Confucian classic. However, is it not conceivable that 
at.the end of the period· there arose, after all, the necessity of compiling a 

legalist version of the Shang-shu to give an authority to their theory. The 

remodelling of the text of the T'ai shih in the Kuan-tzu can also be understood 

in this sense. 

IV 

CONCLUSION 

We may now draw together the quotations in the Han-fei-tz.it, the Clum

kuo-ts'l and the Kuan tzii and present them in a table. 

Quotations from the Shang-shu by the Lcgalists 

T•ai shili *ff 
K•nng kao [-ffii'h 
Choll-sh11 mlif 

Shu ~ 

Law of the Former Kings 

Total 

Han-fci-tzii 

0 .. 
2 

6 

Chan-kuo-ts'e 

(Cilou-s/111) 

2 
(Yi-chou-.1/w) I 

2 

Kuan-tzil Total 
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As we see from the table, there are six quotations each in the Han-fei-tzu 
and in the Chan-kuo-ts'e, and one in the Kuan-tzu thus making a total of 
thirteen. Among these, one is from the T'ai shih) one from the K'ang kao) and 

one introduced by the words, "the Law of the Former Kings/' which may be 
regarded as taken from the Hung fan; besides there are five quotations intro

ducted by the words, "The Chou-shu says", and four introduced by the words, 
"The Shu says.'' Of the quotations introduced by the words, "The Chou-shu 

says", one is found in the Yi-chou-shu, but we do not know whether it was 
originally included in the Yi-chou-shu or taken into the work from the Chan
kuo-ts'e in the process of its reconstruction. The eight quotations from the 
Chou-shu and the Shu) including this one, all differ from the original style of 
the Shang-shu and, having as their background the utilitarianism of the legal
ists at the late Chan-kuo period, they show little difference from the quota
tions of proverbs in the Han-fei-tzit and the Chan-kuo-ts'e. 

This can be understood only if we assume that these quoted passages were 
composed by the legalists at that time. Opposed to this view, however, is the 
view which suggests that they might have been quotations from the Yi-chou
shu. As I have frequently said before, for corroborating this view it is neces
sary to make it clear that the Yi-chou-shu was collected and compiled by the 
legalists. Otherwise, we cannot explain why the legalists showed an affinity for 
the Yi-chou-shu) while they remained indifferent to the Shang-shu. 

In the light of these facts I have arrive at the conclusion that there might 
have been a Shu of the legalists themselves, rather than otherwise. The legal
ists did not exhibit much interest in the Shu itself. But is it not possible that, 
when the time arrived in which the legalists' theory was brought to ideological 
completion after the stage of furious practice of it, the compilation of their 
own 'Shu' for use as their authority was found to be necessary after all? Is it 
not possible that this work was not compiled out of a historical interest, as 
was shown by the Confucians and Mohists, in the rise and fall of dynasties 
from Yao and Shun down through the Hsia, Shang-yin and Chou dynasties; 
but was a collection of proverbs and maxims centered on the Chou dynasty 
which would be of service in practice, a work similar to the Fa-ching attributed 
to Li K'uei and the Law of the Former Kings quoted in the Han-fei-tzu? We 
may suppose such proverbs and maxims to have been progressively added to 
the Shu which the legalists had in common with the Confucians and the 
Mohists. Again, is it not possible that some of the chapters in the Confucian 
version of the Shu were remodelled after the legalist fashion? On a previous 
occasion I have noted that there was a Mohist version of the T'ai shih/21) and 
we have grounds for thinking that in fact there was a legalist version as well. 
In reality, one of the reason why the T'ai shih was not reconstructed in Fu
sheng's chin-win version of the Shu may well have been the resulting confusion 
in the text of the T'ai shih. 

(21) Masaaki Matsumoto, op. cit. Part I, Chapter 2, Section 9, Subsection 2. 


